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t e other hand, features,
gizmos and gadgets that mostly make
your ride more enjoyable sometimes
linger as luxury options. This year's
Infiniti M offers a Forest Air system
that shuts off air intakes if it detects
a noxious odour outside the car, and
fUters cabin air if something stinks
inside. Mainstream automakers will
probably make you sniff for yourself
for a long time to come.

But this year's car buyers may be in
for some intriguing surprises when
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Lane-warning systems are also
offered in at least some models by
Volvo,Audi,Cadillac,Saab,Buick,
Nissan and Hyundai, according to the
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2011 edition ofT11eCarBook, published
by the Centre for Auto Safety.

Blind-spotwarnings:=:zJ
Available in a variety of US vehicles
and imports, these systems typically
show a visible warning when a vehicle
is detected in a car's blind spot.
VolVQ ses 11 'g -t ,camera that

lOOKSfor headTig ts an spinning
wheels, so it can distinguish cars or
motorcycles from fixed objects you
pass. If a vehicle is there, you'll see a -) .
small amber light when you look at
the outside mirror.

"You don't notice till you look in
the mirror for a lane change," says
spokesman Daniel Johnston.

Drowsiness detection :3J
Volvo's Driver Alert system alerts you
if you begin weaving within your
lane, a telltale sign of drowsiness.
It beeps and flashes a coffee cup in
a dashboard panel, with the helpful
advice: "Time for a break".

Merce says its system monito
o ct s, mcluding ow you liandle
e s eering wheel Barile said a sleepy

driver is likely to make a "burst of
corrective steering," for instance. The
system notices, and triggers a warning.


